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Abstract
Objective: We have previously demonstrated the severity of
synovitis in patients with inter-critical gout did not correlate
with serum urate levels (sUA). The aim of this sub-study was to
determine if serum urate lowering therapy can improve this chronic
synovitis.
Methods: All participants had inter-critical gout and received a 3T
MRI with and without gadolinium of their index joint (i.e. the joint
most often involved with acute attacks). If the subject had a sUA
of ≥ 7.0 mg/dL and evidence of synovial pannus on their MRI, they
were eligible for enrollment. All were treated with febuxostat with a
target sUA of ≤ 6.0 mg/dL. At month 9, the MRI of the index joint
was repeated and compared to baseline. The MRI’s were read by
two musculoskeletal radiologists in a blinded fashion. The primary
endpoint was to determine if there was significant improvement in
the severity of synovial pannus from baseline to month 9.
Results: 25/32 subjects completed the protocol. The average sUA
and synovial pannus score at screening was 9.3 mg/dL (+/- 1.3 SD)
and 3.66 (+/- 1.2 SD), respectively. At month 9, the average sUA
decreased to 5.36 mg/dL (+/- 1.4 SD; p < 0.0001), but there was
no significant change in the severity of synovial pannus with the
average score being 3.42 (+/- 1.3 SD; p = 0.34). The inter-reader
agreement between the two radiologists was good (kappa = 0.63).
However, a post-hoc analysis using a more quantitative synovial
pannus scoring scale suggested a significant decrease.
Conclusions: Nine months of serum urate lowering therapy
significantly decreases serum urate levels but the effect on the chronic,
occult, synovial-based inflammation of gout remains unclear.

Introduction
Clinical gout begins as an acute intermittent and intensely painful
arthritis that can progress to a chronic, inflammatory, destructive
condition. The initial episodes may last several days and are often
followed by pain-free, inter-critical periods that may last months to
years. Chronic gouty arthritis is manifested by shorter inter-critical
periods, boney destructive changes and possible development of
visible tophi. Advanced gout leads to chronic pain, decreased quality
of life, and an increased global economic burden [1-5]. Epidemiologic
data suggest that the prevalence of gout is increasing [6]. The obvious
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key to controlling the natural course of this serious disease is an
efficacious therapy that treats the root cause.
It has been known for years that hyperuricemia is the primary
risk factor for the development of clinical gout. There is also a large
breadth of data demonstrating that serum urate lowering therapy
(ULT) decreases the likelihood of future clinical attacks of gout [7].
Further, the more aggressive the serum ULT, the less likely the patient
will experience future attacks [7]. Similar studies have demonstrated
that serum ULT can reduce or even resolve soft-tissue tophi [8].
It is accepted that joint damage can continue to occur during the
inter-critical periods of gout if the patient remains hyperuricemic.
This is based off data demonstrating the presence of monosodium
urate (MSU) crystals and evidence of ongoing inflammation in the
synovial fluid of patients during the inter-critical period [9-11].
Surprisingly, there are very few data evaluating the potential
long-term radiographic protective effect of serum ULT in patients
with gout. The largest study to evaluate the effect of serum
ULT on radiographic progression demonstrated that although
reduced tophaceous deposition on physical exam correlated with
normalization of serum urate levels, no correlation existed between
radiographic changes and mean serum urate levels [12]. Conversely,
a recent exploratory study of eight patients with gout suggested
that profound ULT with pegloticase might lead to improvement in
structural damage [13].
We have previously demonstrated that MRI is the best advanced
imaging technique at demonstrating the synovial pannus that is
present during inter-critical gout [14]. We recently performed a study
involving 72 participants with gout demonstrating that synovial
pannus is present in the vast majority of patients with inter-critical
gout, but the severity of this synovitis did not correlate with serum
urate levels [15]. This study involved a pilot sub-study in which we
treated 32 of these 72 subjects for nine months with febuxostat with
a target serum urate level of less than 6mg/dL. The aim of this substudy was to determine if serum urate lowering therapy can improve
this chronic occult synovial-based inflammation. Improvement in
synovial-based inflammation during inter-critical gout likely has a
radiographic protective effect.
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Patients and Methods
Patients and study design
This was a single-center prospective pilot study performed at
the University of South Florida (USF Health) in Tampa, FL. It was
a sub-study of the parent study assessing the prevalence of synovial
pannus and its correlation with serum urate levels in patients with
inter-critical gout [15]. All of the assessments, including MRI’s,
were performed at the same location. Ethical approval was obtained
from the USF Institutional Review Board and all study participants
gave informed consent and approval prior to undergoing any studyrelated procedures. The trial was registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov,
identifier: NCT01112982.
Eligible patients were aged 18 years or greater with a known
history of gout and able to give informed consent. To be included
in the study, the patient’s diagnosis of gout was defined by one of
three criteria: current or previous documentation of intracellular
MSU crystals in synovial fluid, a tophus proved to contain MSU
crystals, or at least six of the American College of Rheumatology
(ACR) diagnostic criteria for gout [16]. All participants were screened
during an inter-critical period and they were excluded if they had an
acute attack of gout (any joint) within 4 weeks of screening. Potential
participants were also excluded if they had a history of any other type
of inflammatory arthritis, including another crystal induced arthritis.
Because all subjects had to have a MRI with gadolinium contrast,
they were excluded if their serum creatinine was >1.8 mg/dL, or
if their estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) was ≤ 30 mL/
min/1.73 m2. Because the primary endpoint included documented
synovial pannus on MRI, participants were excluded if they received
oral corticosteroids (any dose) within 4 weeks, or parenteral or
intrarticular corticosteroids within 6 weeks, of their screening visit
and MRI. In order to qualify for the sub-study, the participant had to
have evidence of synovial pannus (any degree) on the baseline MRI of
the index joint (the joint most frequently involved with gouty attacks)
and have a serum urate level of ≥ 7.0 mg/dL at their screening visit.
All subjects also received a baseline plain radiograph of the index
joint to check for the presence of erosions and osteoarthritis.
If the participant met these criteria and were not on a serum
ULT or were on a serum ULT therapy other than febuxostat, they
were treated in a prospective fashion with febuxostat with the goal of
achieving a serum urate level target of < 6.0 mg/dL. All subjects were
treated in an open-label fashion for nine months starting at a dose of
40mg by mouth daily of febuxostat and increasing to 80mg daily if the
target serum urate level was not achieved at any point after baseline.
The serum urate levels (as well as other safety laboratories) were
obtained at week 2 and then months 1, 3, 6, and 9. All subjects were
also treated with colchicine as a prophylaxis against mobilization
flares until month 6. The dose of colchicine was 0.6mg by mouth
twice daily (unless renal adjustment was required) until month 3
and then 0.6 mg daily by mouth until month 6 at which point it was
discontinued. Corticosteroids (oral, parenteral, or intra-articular)
were not allowed at any point. All study participants then had a MRI
repeated of their index joint at month 9.
All of the MRI’s of the index joints (at baseline and month 9)
were 3 Tesla, with and without gadolinium, and included T1, T2, and
STIR images. All of these MRI’s were assessed independently by two
musculoskeletal radiologists (SRA and NP), independent of time,
and in a blinded fashion. The MRI’s were assessed for the severity of
synovial pannus, which was graded on a previously utilized scale of
1 to 6 (with 6 being the most severe) [17]. The six grades of synovial
pannus on MRI were defined as follows: Grade 1, no contrast
enhancement; Grade 2, focal synovial contrast enhancement;
Grade 3, diffuse synovial contrast enhancement; Grade 4, grade 3
plus diffuse synovial thickening; Grade 5, grade 4 plus villonodular
synovial thickening; Grade 6, grade 5 plus cartilage and subchondral
bone erosions. All of the MRI’s were also assessed for bone erosions,
intraosseous tophi, soft-tissue tophi, soft-tissue edema, joint effusions,
and bone marrow reactive changes. Baseline radiographs were also
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assessed independently in a blinded fashion for erosions and joint
space narrowing. Both radiologists had to agree on the presence of
these radiographic findings in order to be counted.

Study objectives
The primary endpoint of this sub-study was to determine if a
nine month course of aggressive serum ULT in patients with gout
significantly affects the severity of synovial pannus in the index joint
as determined by comparing the baseline and month 9 MRI’s using
the aforementioned grading scale. Secondary endpoints included
an assessment of significant change of the subjects’ serum CRP
and estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate (eGFR) from baseline to
month 9. Other endpoints included assessing for significant change
of erosive changes, intraosseous tophi, soft tissue tophi, joint effusion,
bone marrow edema/lesions, and soft tissue edema on the MRI from
baseline to month 9.

Statistical analysis
The target enrollment for this sub-study was 32 subjects. This
sample size was determined using an a-priori calculation for a
Student’s T-test with an alpha level of 0.05, an anticipated effect size
of 0.8 (i.e. large effect), and a statistical power of 0.8. This equated to
26 subjects. We enrolled 32 participants to allow for ~20% dropout
or lost to follow-up.
The baseline MRI pannus scores were compared to the 9 month
MRI pannus scores using a paired t-test. The same statistical method
was utilized to compare baseline and month 9 CRP’s and eGFR’s.
Fisher exact test was used to compare the other MRI findings on
baseline compared to month 9. In instances where the two radiologists
disagreed on the exact grade of synovial pannus, the two grades were
averaged. Inter-reader agreement between the two musculoskeletal
radiologists with regard to severity of synovial pannus on MRI was
assessed by calculating a kappa-coefficient.

Results
Characteristics of the study population
There were 32 participants who signed informed consent and
Table 1: Study Subject Characteristics.
Mean Age (range)

57.4 years (40-73 years)

Male Gender (%)

26 (81%)

Race

24 Caucasian;
3 African American;
2 Hispanic;
3 other

Mean Disease Duration (range)

9.7 years (0.5-31 years)

Index Joint

1st MTP: 25 (78.1%);
Ankle: 4 (12.5%);
Elbow: 2 (6.3%)
Mid-tarsal: 1 (1.4%)

Mean # of Attacks in Index Joint

9.2 (+/- 10.2 SD)

Joint Involved with First Attack of Gout

1st MTP: 26 (81.3%);
Knee: 1 (3.3%);
Ankle: 2 (6.3%);
Elbow: 1 (3.3%);
Finger: 1 (3.3%);
Mid-tarsal: 1 (3.3%)

Mean # of Attacks in Any Joint (range)

20.3 (+/- 26.4 SD)

Currently Taking Urate Lowering Therapy

9 (28.1%)*

Currently Taking Daily Colchicine

6 (18.8%)

Currently Taking Daily NSAID

3 (9.4%)

MSU Crystal Proven Gout

15 (46.9%)

# of Patients with Subcutaneous Tophus/Tophi on
physical examination

9 (28.1%)

*

All subjects on urate lowering therapy at baseline were taking allopurinol.
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Figure 1: Serum Urate Averages.
Table 2: Change in the Average Synovial Pannus Grade on the Index Joint from
Baseline to Month 9.
Baseline

Month 9

Synovial Pannus Grade (Avg) 3.66 (+/- 1.15 SD) 3.42 (+/- 1.27 SD)

P-Value
0.34

enrolled in this sub-study; 25/32 subjects completed the entire 9
month protocol. Table 1 for the patient baseline demographics of
all 32 participants. Of the seven subjects who did not complete the
protocol, two subjects withdrew consent and five were lost to followup. The participants were primarily males with disease duration of
approximately 10 years. The first metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joint
was the most common index joint; this was the case in 25/32 (78%)
subjects. 9/32 (28%; kappa = 0.79) subjects had erosive changes on
their baseline radiographs and 15/32 (47%; kappa = 0.72) had joint
space narrowing. The study subjects’ mean baseline CRP and eGFR
were 0.37 mg/dL (standard deviation (SD) of 0.4) and 80.4 mL/
min/1.73 m2 (SD of 19.2), respectively.
The study subjects’ average serum urate level at baseline was 9.54
mg/dL (SD of 1.43; range of 7.2-13.4). After initiating treatment with
febuxostat, the subjects experienced a rapid, sustained, and significant
decrease in their serum urate levels (Figure 1). The decrease in serum
urate level was statistically significant as soon as week 2 (p < 0.0001)
and remained significant through month 9 (p < 0.0001). The average
serum urate level at month 9 was 5.3 mg/dL (SD of 1.4 mg/dL) and
16/25 (64%) of the subjects who completed the protocol were at their
serum urate level target (i.e. < 6.0 mg/dL) at month 9. Only 3 subjects
had a serum urate level above 6.8 mg/dL (i.e. the level of saturation)
at their month 9 visit (7.0 mg/dL, 7.0 mg/dL and 9.1 mg/dL (the
latter required febuxostat dose adjustment because of increased liver
function tests)).
Regarding the study participants’ synovial pannus on their MRI,
the average baseline severity score was 3.66 (SD of 1.2) in the 25/32
subjects who completed the entire protocol. At month 9, the average
synovial pannus severity score in these same 25 subjects was 3.42 (SD
of 1.3). This was a non-significant change with a p-value of 0.34 (Table
2). None of the 25 subjects had resolution of their synovial pannus
on their month 9 MRI of the index joint. The inter-reader agreement
for the grading of synovial pannus between the two musculoskeletal
radiologists for all of the MRIs was good (kappa = 0.63). Further
Carter et al. J Rheum Dis Treat 2015, 1:3

analysis was performed dividing the study participants into 3
subgroups based on their month 9 serum urate level, i.e. those with
a serum urate level of < 5.0 mg/dL (Group 1), 5.0mg/dL to 6.0mg/dL
(Group 2), or > 6.0 mg/dL (Group 3). There was no significant change
in the synovial pannus score from baseline to month 9 in any group.
Group 1 (n = 11) average baseline pannus severity score was 3.78 (SD
of 1.06) and 3.41 (SD of 1.09) at month 9 (p-value = 0.51). Group 2 (n
= 5) average baseline pannus severity score was 4.0 (SD of 0.79) and
3.6 (SD of 1.19) at month 9 (p-value = 0.10). Group 3 (n = 9) average
baseline pannus severity score was 3.33 (SD of 1.44) and 3.33 (SD of
1.62) at month 9 (p-value = 1.0).
There was also no significant change in CRP or eGFR from
baseline to month 9. The average CRP was 0.38 mg/dL (SD of 0.4)
at month 9 (p = 0.91); and the average month 9 eGFR was 77.7 mL/
min/1.73 m2 (SD of 20.0; p = 0.13).
With regard to the other findings on the MRI, there was no
significant change in number of subjects with bone erosions, soft
tissue tophi, soft tissue edema, joint effusions, or bone marrow
edema/lesions (osteitis) from baseline to month 9 according to
either musculoskeletal radiologist (data not shown). However, there
was an apparent significant decrease in the number of subjects with
intraosseous tophi; according to radiologist #1, 12/25 subjects had
intraosseous tophi at baseline and this decreased to 4/25 at month 9
(p = 0.03) and these same numbers decreased from 13/25 at baseline
to 6/25 at month 9 as determined by radiologist #2 (p = 0.08).
A post-hoc analysis was performed on these same MRI images
by one of our MSK radiologists (SRA) in a blinded fashion using a
novel more quantitative tool. This novel MRI assessment consisted
of a whole-joint quantitative determination of the total synovial
membrane volume (SMV). Evaluations were performed on axial,
coronal, and sagittal post-contrast T1 with fat saturation images;
maximal synovial thickness was measured on the ventral, dorsal,
medial and lateral joint surfaces utilizing two planes and the most
representative measurement was utilized (Figure 2). Measurements
were perpendicular to bone surface to enhance reproducibility. The
four surface scores were summed to create a SMV for that index joint.
Utilization of this more quantitative scoring system did demonstrate
significant change. The mean SMV score at baseline and month 9 was
14.26 mm (+/- 7.94 SD) and 10.58 mm (+/- 7.11 SD), respectively
ISSN: 2469-5726
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Figure 2a

Figure 2b

Figure 2c

Figure 2d

Figure 2: Figure 2a: Baseline Dorsal Axial Measurement of Synovial Pannus; Figure 2b: 9 Month Dorsal Axial Measurement of Synovial Pannus; Figure 2c:
Baseline Dorsal Sagittal Measurement of Synovial Pannus; Figure 2d: 9 Month Dorsal Sagittal Measurement of Synovial Pannus.

(p < 0.0001). The change in the mean SMV scores was also analyzed
according to groups 1, 2 and 3 (described above), i.e. based on the
patient’s serum urate level at month 9. There was no clear pattern with
p-values of 0.001, 0.13, and 0.01 for groups 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
However, if the change in the mean SMV scores was assessed
according to those with a serum urate level at month 9 of < 6.8 mg/
dL (n = 20) compared to those with a serum urate level of ≥ 6.8 mg/
dL (n = 5) the p-values were 0.0001 and 0.05, respectively. This same
analysis was performed with the synovial pannus scoring system that
we utilized as the primary endpoint and the results remained nonsignificant (data not shown). This further suggests that whole joint
quantitative assessment with SMV is a better indicator of synovialbased inflammation during inter-critical gout and a more sensitive
tool to detect changes in this inflammation.

Safety
The most common adverse event was increased liver function
tests (LFT). 8/25 (32%) subjects experienced some degree of LFT
elevation during the study, but only 1 (4%) subject experienced
increased LFTs of greater than two times the upper limit of normal.
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This resolved with dose adjustment of the febuxostat. One subject
also experienced mild thrombocytopenia without complication
that resolved spontaneously. 2/25 participants experienced mild
nausea that resolved with supportive care. There was one serious
adverse event (exacerbation of congestive heart failure requiring
hospitalization).

Discussion
This prospective study analyzed the effect of nine months
of serum ULT on the severity of the chronic synovial-based
inflammation that is present during inter-critical gout. Thirty-two
subjects were enrolled in this prospective open-label trial and 25
successfully completed the entire nine month protocol. The study
subjects experienced a significant, rapid, and sustained decrease in
their serum urate levels while on febuxostat. These same patients did
not demonstrate any improvement in the severity of their synovial
pannus, as assessed by MRI, after nine months of effective sULT
using a previously described synovial pannus scale (designed for
inflammatory monoarthritis, but not gout specifically). However,
there is not a validated scale to quantitatively assess synovial-based
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inflammation of gout. We designed a novel quantitative tool that can
easily be applied to MRI images in a retrospective fashion to better
quantitate this inflammation. We termed this assessment the synovial
membrane volume (SMV) and a blinded assessment of the SMV did
demonstrate a significant change after nine months of serum ULT.
Hyperuricemia is the primary risk factor and necessary precursor
for gout. Patients with gout have elevated serum urate levels for
many years prior to their first attack of gout [18,19]. If untreated,
the intervals between acute attacks of gout become shorter and
eventually a chronic inflammatory arthritis can develop. There are
data demonstrating the presence of synovial-based monosodium
urate crystals and occult synovial-based inflammation during intercritical gout [9-11]. These findings make intuitive sense because of the
eventual development of a chronic, clinically-apparent inflammatory
arthritis that develops in those patients who are untreated. Therefore,
it would also seem logical that effective serum ULT would abrogate
this synovial-based inflammation.
The significance of this synovial-based inflammation in patients
with gout is not completely understood. There is no question that
serum ULT decreases the frequency of clinical attacks of gout and
visible tophi. Indeed, in our study there was a decrease in the number
of patients with intraosseous tophi after nine months of serum
ULT. If we are successful at decreasing serum urate levels below the
level of saturation, then patients experience less painful attacks and
demonstrate improvement in their tophaceous burden. The only
large study performed analyzing the long-term effect of serum ULT
on radiographic progression suggested no effect [12]. However, a
recent small exploratory study suggests that more profound serum
ULT can affect radiographic progression [13]. Our study assessed
the synovial-based inflammation that is likely responsible for
radiographic progression. The pannus scale we used as the primary
endpoint demonstrated no affect, but the more quantitative tool we
used in the post-hoc analysis suggested a positive effect of the serum
ULT. This highlights the need for a validated assessment tool that can
be applied to MRI images allowing a more sensitive detection tool in
gout. We feel our SMV assessment protocol deserves further study.
There could be limitations to this study that preclude us from
seeing the true long-term effect of serum ULT on the synovialbased inflammation that accompanies gout. The most obvious was
the original pannus scoring tool we used. Currently there is no
such validated tool for gout and out post-hoc analysis suggests this
technique might be better. These results also need to be interpreted
with caution due to the relatively small sample size. It is also possible
that nine months of therapy was not enough time to demonstrate
a significant positive association. We know that the effect of ULT
on the total body urate pool lags behind that of serum urate levels
[20-21]. It could be the case that this chronic, occult synovial-based
inflammation does not improve until the total body urate burden
is below a certain level for an extended period of time. This might
be particularly true for patients with a heavy tophaceous burden.
Currently we have no adequate means of measuring ones total body
urate pool/burden. However, recent data assessing prophylaxis
therapy against “mobilization” flares when initiating serum ULT
demonstrated that flares were common if prophylaxis was withdrawn
at week 8 (40%) whereas flare rates were low (3-5%) at the end of 6
months of prophylaxis [22]. This suggests total body urate burden is
significantly lower after 6 months versus 8 weeks of serum ULT. It is
also possible that our therapeutic serum urate target needs to be lower
as suggested by a recent exploratory study [13]. Another limitation
is that there was no control population in this prospective trial and
contrast-enhanced MRI synovitis has been demonstrated in other
common conditions, namely osteoarthritis (OA) [23-25]. However,
only 47% of our patients had osteoarthritis at baseline (10/25 (40%) of
completers) as evidenced by joint space narrowing on their baseline
plain radiograph and all of the patients in this sub-study had contrastenhanced MRI synovitis at baseline and month 9. Future controlled
trials are needed to confirm these findings.
The quest to determine why only ~20% of patients with
hyperuricemia will ever develop clinical gout [26] is ongoing.
While hyperuricemia is the primary risk factor and a necessary
Carter et al. J Rheum Dis Treat 2015, 1:3

precursor, it is not the sole determinant. While there might have
been improvement in the synovial-based inflammation on our study,
none of the patients had resolution of their synovial pannus after nine
months of therapy regardless of the scale used. These data suggest that
the chronic, occult, synovial-based inflammation of gout is, at least in
part, uncoupled from serum urate levels. Perhaps the total body urate
burden is the driving force behind the chronic inflammatory response
and this burden can take years to normalize. We might also need to
adjust our therapeutic serum urate target. It is also possible that the
chronic, occult, synovial-based inflammation of gout is driven by a
second, yet to be described, pathophysiologic mechanism that is, at
least in part, unrelated to serum urate levels.
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